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Introduction
The way businesses are managing employee travel and expenses (T&E) is changing. New
technologies, a world of new travel options and a more empowered workforce have transformed the
playing field for the finance team – even compared to just a few years ago. During this time, the
finance leader’s roles and responsibilities have also grown. They’re expected to perform traditional
finance roles like managing employee expenses, as well as offer broader insights into company
spend and forecasts that guide strategic business decisions.
But, travel management often falls outside the finance department’s remit. And then there are
increasingly more ways for employees to book travel. Our latest research shows that employees are
1
equally likely to book travel independently online as they are to use a corporate travel booking tool.
As most expenses are incurred during business trips, that means the finance team are often only
able to get a clear picture of travel and expenses spend after expenses are submitted. Perhaps that’s
why 81% of UK finance leaders in a recent survey said they don’t have complete visibility over their
company spend.2
How can finance stay in control of the travel and expenses budget and get visibility into this spend
upfront? This whitepaper explores why and how progressive finance leaders in companies of all sizes
are connecting their travel and expenses processes.
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1 and 2. Vanson Bourne, 2017. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend.
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What is Travel and Expense and Why is it
Really One Process?
‘Travel and Expense’ refers to the discretionary company spend allocated towards employee travel
and all associated expenses. It’s also typically the largest cost incurred by a company after payroll
and paying supplier invoices.
In many businesses, travel and expense processes are disconnected as they’re often managed by
different departments. Finance may ultimately have responsibility for managing travel and
expense spend, but the travel programme could be managed by an office or travel manager, the
procurement team, a corporate travel agency or travel management company (TMC).
Yet the connection is clear – in fact the vast majority of employee expenses are incurred during
business trips, with the most common expense type in the UK being car mileage. If finance only
sees this spend after the fact, when expenses are submitted and other teams hand over booking
data, the business may be facing a big blind spot. For finance to truly be in control of company
spend, they need to have visibility and influence over the entire end-to-end process.

80% of companies rely only on travel
and expenses data that is entered by
employees after the event or trip has
occurred to gain visibility into spend.
3
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3. Forrester Consulting, 2014. The Power of Real-Time Insight: How Better Visibility, Data Analytics, And
Reporting Can Optimize Your T&E Spend.
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The Lifecycle of a Business Trip Showing How Travel and Expense
is Connected
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What are the Key Challenges of a Disconnected
Travel and Expense Process?
1. YOU ONLY SEE SPEND WHEN IT’S TOO LATE

If finance are not able to capture travel booking data regardless of where its booked, they have to
rely on other departments or third parties to provide booking data in a timely manner. And even
then, can they be confident of the accuracy of that data when employees are increasingly booking
directly with suppliers and outside corporate channels?
Without real-time, accurate access to travel booking data, finance are left to piece the puzzle
together from the associated expenses that are submitted often long after travel has occurred.
If finance can’t access the data they need when it’s needed, they won’t be able to predict
company cash flow on a month-to-month basis and accrue accordingly. Not only that, they can’t
add value to the business by compiling actionable reports for key stakeholders to make informed
business decisions.
2. YOUR PROCESSES MAY NOT BE COMPLIANT

A recent study found that 68% of finance leaders aren’t confident their employees comply with
Travel and Expense policies.4 If finance can’t see company travel spend until after the fact, they
can’t be sure the appropriate travel and expense policies are being enforced. Employees may not
have the company travel policies to hand and any violations won’t be flagged until they’re back
from their trip and submitting their expenses. By then it’s too late.
Employees also won’t know who the preferred providers are or if discounts have been negotiated,
which prevents finance being able to drive costs down.
3. YOU CAN’T LOOK AFTER YOUR PEOPLES’ SAFETY

Finance aren’t just concerned about the budget. Every business has a legal responsibility under
the Corporate Manslaughter Act of 2007, to look out for its employees’ health, safety and
wellbeing – including during business trips. When travel data is disconnected, it can be near
impossible to track travelling employees in real time. In a study with Vanson Bourne, 77% of UK
finance leaders said they weren’t confident their business could quickly and accurately locate
5
business travellers in the event of an emergency.
In the current social and political climate, not having a business traveller location and response
strategy can cost your business dearly.
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4 and 5. Vanson Bourne, 2017. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend.
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77% of UK finance leaders are not
completely confident that their
business could quickly and accurately
locate business travellers in the event
of an emergency.
6

4. YOUR EMPLOYEES GET FRUSTRATED WITH THE PROCESS

An increasingly tech-savvy and mobile-enabled workforce presents new challenges to businesses
that need to cater to employee expectations. Employees want to use the tools and technology
they rely on in their personal lives to book business travel, manage their trips, capture their
expenses and process their Travel and Expense claims.
They don’t want to waste time trying to memorise the company’s policies or manually entering
data into their expense claims line by line. If they’ve found a cheaper flight at a more convenient
time that also gives them air miles with their preferred supplier, they won’t understand why
they’re being restricted. And if they are venturing outside the Travel and Expense policy, they’ll
want to be alerted before they travel.

5. NEW TRAVEL TECHNOLOGY IS MAKING IT HARDER FOR FINANCE

The rise of cloud technology, the sharing economy and a range of new travel options mean that
business travellers now have more choice at their fingertips than ever before. New models of
travel like Uber taxis, Airbnb and last-minute discount sites like Hotel Tonight are changing the
travel landscape and putting more choice in the hands of business travellers. They’re using
user-friendly sites like Booking.com to get flexibility and choice and want to do the same for
business trips.
A recent GBTA study found that 64% of UK business travellers book directly with travel supplier
or independently to find more convenient options, preferred suppliers and cheaper prices.7
How can finance teams enable the business to be flexible and meet employee needs while
ensuring visibility into Travel and Expense spend?
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6. Vanson Bourne, 2017. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend.
7. https://www.concur.co.uk/resources/emea-analyst-report-gbta-eu-business-traveller-study
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64% of UK business travellers in a
recent GBTA study book travel directly
with a supplier or online travel agency
compared to using a corporate
booking tool.
8

WHERE MIGHT YOUR VISIBILITY GAPS BE? COULD YOU ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS?

“ Are all employee expenses within our Travel and Expense policy?”
“ Can I see planned travel and expense before it happens?”
“Does the business know where business travellers are at all times?”
“What are we spending with our regular travel providers?”
“Are we effectively able to drive costs down?”
“Is our Travel and Expense spend HMRC compliant and how much VAT can we reclaim?”
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Innovations Changing the Travel and Expense
Landscape for Finance
Today’s finance leader needs to be an entrepreneur. They’ve got to be just as tech-savvy as the CIO
with a finger on the pulse of the latest developments that can deliver cost and efficiency benefits
for the business. And that doesn’t mean they need to compromise control and visibility. Businesses
could actually drive greater compliance by adopting techniques that engage rather than alienate
travellers.
For that reason, many companies are aligning their Travel and Expense processes and investigating
solutions that intuitively help the business manage this spend in a streamlined way. From the
starting point of booking the trip to the final step of reporting and analysing spend, they’re looking
for ways to remove manual steps, make the process easier for employees and get the crucial
visibility they need.

PICTURE THIS SCENARIO...

Nathan is planning to drive from Oxford to Newcastle in a week’s time to meet a client. He’s called
and booked a hotel stay nearby and the hotel emails him an itinerary that he automatically forwards
on to SAP® Concur® so that he doesn’t have to rekey the data in to his expenses. The finance team
can see the planned trip ahead of time and spot that the suite he’s booked is out of policy and also
that the booking doesn’t include free WiFi, which has been negotiated with all hotels in the chain.
Nathan is alerted and calls to swap his room and ensure internet is included.
Being able to see planned trips and out-of-policy bookings in advance means you can control spend
before it happens.
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How Can Finance Spot Invisible Spend?
1. BY CAPTURING ALL EMPLOYEE TRAVEL, NO MATTER WHERE IT IS BOOKED

Finance leaders need a way to incorporate travel booking data into their expense processes, regardless
of how it was booked. To be able to accurately report on travel booking spend and forecast related
expenses, you need to be able to see this spend as early as possible.
Technology like Concur® TripLink can capture data from flights, hotels and ground transportation, no
matter where travel was booked, into a single itinerary for travellers – and one place for finance.
Simply by forwarding the travel itinerary to Concur TripLink and enabling automatic imports from
travel suppliers, all data feeds into a central location. Finance can see what travel is booked, travel is
compared against policies and intelligent reporting reveals patters and trends that equip finance with
insights to take decision action far earlier in the Travel and Expense process.
If any bookings fall out of company Travel and Expense policy, this is automatically flagged and
managers are notified. And because this happens before the employee travels, the business can
decide to cancel the travel, seek a refund or educate employees on the policy.

Access Travel and Expense spend trends in the moment, wherever they are incurred.
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2. BY AUTOMATING AND CONNECTING THE TRAVEL AND EXPENSE PROCESS

Business travellers are using their mobile devices to book flights, hotels and cars and to stay
connected to information and services during their trips. But mobile is making the end-to-end
Travel and Expense ex-perience even smoother. Travellers can ditch paper receipts, which are
notoriously hard to keep track of when travelling, by taking pictures of their receipts as soon as
they get them. These can be uploaded straight to expense claims without the need to scan or
email, directly from an app on their phone. Taking this one step further, smart technology can even
read the data on the receipts and automatically prepopulate line items in the expense claim. This
saves your staff precious time as when they file their claims, more than half of the work has
already been done – moving you closer towards the expense claim that writes itself.
Connections to corporate cards, travel providers and partner apps, makes the process even
easier by automatically feeding accurate and timely expense data straight into expense claims.
Whether travellers spend on their company credit card or book with a range of travel providers like
Lufthansa, Uber, Airbnb, Addison Lee, Booking.com and many more, data is automatically
populated in an expense claim. Employees just need to validate and submit claims with a few
clicks. Managers don’t have to wait until they are in the office to approve employee claims either
as they can review and approve on the go.
As the next biggest innovation can come from anywhere at any time, finance leaders should
ensure that their solution can connect to a growing ecosystem of providers and applications to
take advantage of opportunities and meet future challenges.

TOP BENEFITS OF A STREAMLINED TRAVEL AND EXPENSE PROCESS

• Increased visibility: See planned travel spend in advance to get the full
picture and compare what was booked versus what was actually spent.
• Cost control and compliance: Ensure spend is within policy, complies with
government guidelines and that negotiated discounts have been applied.
• Traveller safety: Know where your business travellers are at all times so you
can contact them in an emergency and meet duty of care requirements.
• Employee satisfaction: Empower employees to book a full range of travel options
in their preferred ways while reclaiming expenses quickly and easily.

“SAP Concur is in the lead with Travel and Expense
technology. There are lots of solutions out there but
nothing really hits the spot like SAP Concur does.”
Kelly Nicholls, Global Program Travel Manager, Qlik
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ENABLED BY THE CLOUD

A truly integrated end-to-end system is only made possible on a cloud infrastructure.
Solutions built on a Software-as-a-Service model provide the speed necessary to keep up
with the fast-paced changes in the industry. Cloud solutions are quick to deploy and can
update with changing regulatory and travel policies. It also provides you with instant access
to new providers through connectors.

CONCLUSION

Finance leaders today need to have visibility of travel bookings in order to get a complete view
into Travel and Expense spend. Without which, finance leaders aren’t able to effectively manage
company spend, predict future expenses or protect travelling employees.
Considering businesses spend upwards of 10% of their annual budgets on Travel and Expense,
technology that can deliver better insight into that spend upfront will ensure finance leaders have
a front-row seat in the boardroom. Not every business has – or needs – a TMC or corporate
booking tool in place. Regardless of how travel is booked and managed, finance leaders in
companies of all sizes need a way to track, manage and ensure compliance of this spend.
Solutions that successfully integrate and automate Travel and Expense solutions meet the needs
of both parties – giving finance greater visibility and control, while empowering employees with
tools that makes it easier to book and reclaim Travel and Expense.

If you’d like to find out more
information about the technology
covered in this whitepaper, you can
talk to us on 01628 645 100 or
visit www.concur.co.uk
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At SAP Concur, we believe moving to an automated system should be quick and easy. With over 1,500
customers across the UK, we work continuously to hone a solution that meets the unique needs of
businesses of all sizes supported by best practice expertise:

No Risk
• No setup or implementation fees.
• No lengthy contracts.

No Hassle
• No need to install software or rely on IT support.
• Get up and running in a matter of days.

We’re Always Here to Help
• 24/7 customer support by a team of experts.
• Scale your solution as your business grows.

Browse Resources

Contact Us

Case Studies

ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® solutions take companies of all sizes and stages beyond automation to a
completely connected spend management solution encompassing travel, expense, invoice,
compliance and risk. For more than 20 years, these leading, innovative solutions have kept
customers a step ahead by delivering time-saving tools, connected spending data and a dynamic
ecosystem of diverse partners and apps. User-friendly and business ready, SAP Concur solutions
unlock powerful insights that help businesses reduce complexity and see spending clearly, so
they can manage it proactively. For more information, visit concur.co.uk.
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